
Approximate time required from various train lines located in Shibuya station.
・30 seconds walk from Avenue Exit of Keio Inokashira Line.

・5 minute walk from Central Exit of Keio Inokashira Line.

・4 minute walk from Tamagawa Exit of JR Line.

・5 minute walk from Central Exit of JR Line.

Access to Shibuya Highway Bus Terminal

For who arrive with Keio Inokashira Line
From Avenue Exit
Exit from the ticket gate (Avenue Exit, Opening Hours 8:30a.m.-9:30p.m.) and come up to 5th floor with 
the stairs on your right. (On the ceiling in front of the ticket gate, there is a sign indicating "Departure for 
Highway Bus")
From Central Exit
Exit from the ticket gate and come to the 3rd floor of Mark City with the escalator on your left. Use 
another to on 4th floor and walk into back to find Avenue Exit. The signs near the Avenue Exit will lead you 
to the stairs on the right to the 5th floor.

For who arrive with JR Line
From Tamagawa Exit

Proceed to right front towards Shibuya Station of Keio Inokashira Line. Come up with the escalator to the 
3rd floor of Shibuya Mark City that is left foreground, and use another escalator to on 4th floor. Walk into 
back to find Avenue Exit. The signs near the Avenue Exit will lead you to the stairs on the right to the 5th 
floor.
From Central Exit
Stand against the ticket gate and go down with the stairs on your left towards Tamagawa Exit of Keio 
Inokashira Line. From the Tamagawa Exit, follow the direction (3).

For who arrived with Tokyu Denentoshi Line, Tokyo Metro Hanzomon Line, Tokyo 
Metro Fukutoshin Line, Tokyu Toyoko Line
From the underground access aisle, go up to the Hachiko Square. Stand facing the Hachiko Exit, go up to 
the Tamagawa Exit of JR Line with the stairs of Tokyu Department Store, Toyoko-kan on your right. From 
the Tamagawa Exit, follow the direction (3).

For who arrived with Tokyo Metro Ginza Line
From Tamagawa Exit, Inokashira Exit
Stand against the ticket gate, go up to the stairs on your right, and turn right towards Tamagawa Exit of 


